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A FAST ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD BASED ON
FUNCTIONAL REGIONS. Y. Zhang, N. 11.Clinthorne, J. A. Fessler,
W. L. Rogers. Division of Nuclear Medicine, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI.

iterative reconstruction methods offer the potential for itnproved
quantitative accuracy over filtered backprojection because they accu-
rately model the tomograph responseand Poisson counting noise as
well as allowing the use of spatially-varying side-inforlnation derived
from MRI or CT images. However, because of their heavy computa-
tional burden and sometimesslow convergencerate, they are not yet
practical in a clinical setting—especially in 3D where the nutnber of
voxels can easily exceed a quarter rnillion.
To decreasethe computational overheadwe havedeveloped a dual-

grid iterative reconstruction method where the first pixel-grid is based
on seglnenting the reconstruction volutne into regions over which the
activity is potentially smoothly varying. These "functional-pixels" can
be determined by mapping organ and region boundary data obtained
from MRI or CT data into the ECT data. Reconstruction is performed
first usingan un-regularizedsolution objective on the coarsegrid. When
coarse-grid convergence is attained the reconstruction is mapped, with-
out smoothing, onto a conventional fine grid of square pixels and further
reconstruction is perfortned using a regularized solution criterion. If t 110
boundaries of the functional regions have been deternuined accurately,
the convergence rate will be greatly enhanced. Inaccuracies in region
boundariescan be accounted for with sonueloss in convergencerate.

Evaluations of the rncthod in II) and 21) simulations with noiseless
data have dmnonstrated that for approxinjately the sallie amount of
computation, residuals frotn the dual-grid method are up to a factor
of eight lower than those using the conventional, fine-grid-only tnethod
at 50 iterations. These perfortnance advantages are likely to further
increase in 31) because the functional- pixel to fine-grid-pixel ratio wili
generally be much srnaller than ill II) or 2D.
The dual-grid method has the potential for greatly reducing the

amount of computation in 31) iterative reconstruction, is easy to impie-
ment, and can be applied to both least-squares and Inaximum-likelihood
solution objectives.
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A RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM USING SINGULAR VALUE
DECOMPOSITION TO COMPENSATE FOR CONSTANT ATTENUATION IN

SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY. G. T. Gullberg
and G. L. Zeng. The University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT.

The development of reconstruction algorithms to correct
for constant attenuation has important application in SPECT
imaging of the brain. Previously , a convolution
reconstruction algorithm was developed which mathematically
can be shown to be an accurate recons truction Of
proj ections of emission sources wi thin a cons tane
attenuating media. The major problem with the algorithm is
the severe noise amplification. The algori thin was derived
based upon being able to represent the projection data as
projections of the exponential Radon transform and uses an
exponential backproj ec tor after applying a reconstruction
filter to the modified proj ection data. Due to the

exponential backprojector, the point spread function of the
backprojection has a hyperbolic cosine factor, which makes
t.he point spread function non local and noise amplifying.
Even if window functions are applied to the filters to try
to remedy the noise amplification, the window functions do
not help very much to improve the image quality in a noisy
reconstruction. The new algorithm is derived from the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of the exponential Radon
transform. Us ing SVD to recons truce an image , the

projection data is first backprojected using the standard
tomographic backprojection without the exponential term.
The point spread function of the backprojection is local
and easy to regularize . Using the SVD approach ,
regularization is accomplished by truncating the terms with
smal 1 singular values . COmp u

SVD method over the convolutionmp

backprojection method when the projection data is corrupted
with noise.
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LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM FOR REGION-OF-INTEREST EVALUATION IN EMISSION

TOMOGRAPHY. A. Passeri. University of Florence, Itany.

The performances Of the least squares (LS) algorithm appl i ed to
region-of—interest (ROI) evaluation were studied by means of
simulations and phantom studies. The LS algorithm is a direct algorithm
which does not require any iterative computation scheme and also
providæ¯8€€1matös o statistical uncertainties of the ROI values
(covariance matrix). A model of physical factors, such as system
resolution, attenuation and scatter, can be specified in the algorithm.
In this paper an accurate model Of the nonstationary geometrical
response of a camera—col imator system was considered. The alsorithm
was compared with three others Which are special ized for ROI

evaluation, as well as with the convent ional method Of summing the
reconstructed quant ity Over the ROIs For the latter method, two

algorithms Here used for image reconstruction: fi Itered backprojection
and conjugate gradients with the model of nonstationary geometrical
response. For noise—free data and for ROI of accurate shape LS
estimates were unbiased within roundoff errors. For noisy data,
estimates were still unbiased and the precision worsened slightly for
ROI smal ler than resolution: with a typical Statistics Of brain
perfus ion studies performed with a imated camera, the estimated

standard deviation for a 1 cm square was with an ultra high
resolution collimator and 7 X With a low energy all purpose collimator.
Using conventional ROI estimates Hith the conjugate gradient iterative
algorithm and the model of nonstationary geometrical response, bias of
estimates decreased on increasing the number of iterations, but
precision worsened heavily thus achieving an estimated standard
deviat ion of more than 25 x for the same 1 cm ROI. These results show
that the LS algorithm Hith accurate modelling Of physical factors
appl ied to ROI evaluation a 1 lows to recover resolution effects Hith
limited ification of statist fluctuations in comparison with
techn i ques where image reconstruct ion is involved.
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CARDIAC SPECT RECONSTRUCTIONS WITH TRUNCATED
PROJECTIONSIN DIFFERENTSPECI*SYSTEM-bÉSiGNSÄLYYz

Vemon,D.Nowak*, J.R.PerryandW.H.McCartney.
Universityof NorthCarolinaatChapelHill, ChapelHill, NCand*General
Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI.

Truncated projections are found in cardiac SPECT acquisitions when
imaging largepatientsandwhenusingSPECTsystemswith thesmaller
detector sizes now commercially available. We studied the effects of
truncatedprojectionson cardiacSPECI' imagesobtainedfrom threerotating
cameraSPECTsystemdesigns.ne first andsecondsystemdesignshadthe
camera(s) positioned centered and off-centered with respect to the axis-of-
rotation, respectively. The third design consisted of two camera heads
connected at a right angle and rotating around the patient as a single unit.
'Ihree camerasizesof 30,35 and40 cmwereusedin thestudy.
Reconstructionmethodsincluded theconventionalfilteredbackprojection
(FBP)algorithmanditerativemethodswhich providedimproved image
quality andquantitativeaccuracy. A simulation studywasconductedusing
thethreesystemdesignsanda realistic cardiac-chestphantomderived from
CI' scan of a normal size patient. fie effects of the non-unifonn attenuation
in the chest region was included in the simulation. Transmission and
emissionprojectionsfrom 1800and3600acquisitionsusing the threesystem
designswerefirst reconstructedusing theFBP algorithm. In general,image
artifactsanddistortionswerefound in regionswith missingprojectiondata
dueto truncatedprojectionsand thesewereincreasedin 1800whencompared
with 3600reconstructions.ne affectedregionwasneartheedgeof the
reconstructed image and away from the heart even for the smallest siZÆ
camera. artifactsanddistortionscouldbereducedbyextrapolatingthe
projectiondata. Iterativereconstructionmethodssuchasthoseusingthe
maximumlikelihood-expectationmaximization(ML-EM) algorithmwith
attenuationcompensationwerefound to provide thebestimagequality in
termsof reducedimageartifactsanddistortions,andimprovedquantitative
accuracy. wc concludethat truncatedprojectionscanbeeffectively usedin
cardiacSPECFimagingaslongastheheartstayedwithin the regionwith
non-truncated projections and corrective reconstruction methods are used.
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MULTI-ENERGY MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHMS FOR SPECT AND PET. N.II. Clinthorne, X. Wang,
J.A. Fessler, Division of Nuclear Medicine, The University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI.

Projection data acquired in multiple energy-windows can potentially
be used to correct for Compton-scattering thereby improving quantita-
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tive accuracy in SPECr and 1'1;;'1' . The optimum reconstruction method 
would usc the information in voth the scattered alld direct photolls to 
es timate the objectj however , this rcqllire~ that the pllotoll-t1'<1115po1' t 
matrix (relatillg the object to tile projection data) ve accurately kuow n 
as a function of 3D spatial coordinate and energy. Moreover, this ma
trix is generaUy not sparse and will only be approximately known due 
to the unknown scattering properties of the object. We propose a.ll al
te rnative "maximum-likelihood" method that eliminates the need for a 
matrix accurately 1Il0delillg both direct and scattered photon transport 
characteri stics. 

The lIIethod is based on augmenting the underlying collIplete-data 
marked point-process with a ll a.dditiona.l m a rk indicatillg whether a 
detected ,- ray is direct or scaltered. The object intell sity is then es
t illlaled solely from the direct ernissiolls while the scattered photolls 
arc treated as an additive , projection-space interference process whose 
intensity is cOllstraineu to be smooth in both s pa.ce anu energy. This 
allows the transport matrix to be rt!prcsc ntco a.s two COIllPOHClltS : a. 
spati<ll term , relating only th e uire(\. ,-rays to the object; anu an cn
ergy term, describing the smearing of observed ,-ray energies by the 
tomograph . The EM algorithm is used for the reconstruction 'llld con
strains both the object and scattered photon intell sities to be positive. 
To control noise, separate smoothness constraints arc applied to the 
object and t he scattered photon intensiti es. 

While this technique ignores any object information in the scat tered 
photons, this presents little real disa.uvantage beca.use: (I) the a.mount 
of additional ubject inforlll ation in the scatter is likely to be snl<lll,<lnd 
(2) the li se of this iufoflnaliull requires perh aps unreasonably precise 
knowledge of the scattering properties of the object ill order to deter
millc t he tra.nsport matrix. 

The tcclllli'lue ca ll be a pplied tu PBT and SPECr emissioll alld 
transmissioll illlagilig as well a s to :-; ituatioll s where it is de!:i iraulc to 
separate data resu lting from simultaneous, lI1uilipie·jsotope imaging. 
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o A GENERALIZED GIBBS PRIOR FOR MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI·EM 

SPECT RECONSTRUCTION WITH FAST AND STABLE CONVERGENCE 
PROPERTIES. D.S. Lalush and B.M.W. Tsui. TIle University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC. 
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47 pts were studied by esophageal scintigraphy (ES) and manome
try . In ES the passage of liquid (I) and solid (s) test boluses was inves
tigated with 6 swallows each. Quant. data (esophageal emptying (%)) 
were derived from a particularly created sum swallow. Processing was 
repeated by the same and a different observer to study intra- and inter
observer variability of ES-results. Manometric findings were used to 
define nonnal (n=26) vs. path. (n=21) function. Referring to this classi
fication ES-results were categorized for various confidence thresholds. 

Results of ROC-analyses: confidence thresholds 

esophageal emptying (%) 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 

s -bolus: sensitivity (%) 71 86 91 95 95 95 100 
specificity (%) 100 100 100 96 85 62 19 

I-bolus: sensitivity (%) 65 70 80 80 85 90 100 
specificity (%) 100, 100 100 96 92 58 23 

Opt imal discril~ination of nonnal vs. path. findings was obtained with 
the threshold set at 85%. At this level specif. was similar for 1- and s
bolus studies but the latter provided higher sensitivity. Intra- and inter
observer variation of ES-data was neglectable not altering ROC results. 

ROC-analysis applied to quantitative data of a multiple swallow test 
has shown to optimal discriminate nonnal from pathologic results (sen
sitivity 95%, specificity 96%) with the threshold of esophageal empty
ing set at 85%. Increase in sensitivity by comparable specificity suggest 
the use of s- rather tllan I-boluses for evaluating esophageal dysfunc
tion. ROC-analysis may be employed to optimize thresholds for deci
sion making in other quantitative parameters (e .g. transit time) as well. 

No. 31 
Ef'FECf OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC ALCOHOL ON ANTRAL 
PROCESSING OF A SOLID MEAL. LC Kni~ht, AH Maurer, R 
Wikander, S Buczala, M Kollmann, V Abraham, J Romano, B Krevsky 
and R Fisher. Temple University School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of alcohol 
We introduce modifications to a previously-reported generalized Gibbs pdor i ngestion on the ability of the stomach to process and empty a solid meal. 
which improve the convergence properties of the Maximum A Posteriori, Seven dogs were studied as controls (no alcohol), restudied following 
Expectation Maximization One-Step-Late (MAP·EM OSL) atgorithm. The acute alcohol ingestion, and studied again after conditioning for 4 months 

(/ - ...:so previously-introduced prior (J Nucl Med 32(5): 916, 1991) was designed to ;;, as "chronic alcoholics". For each study, the dog voluntarily ingested 6% 
~ -T allow flexibility for the user to choose the relative amounts of smoothi ng of ""':. r 

noise and edges in the iterated image eSlimates. It offered an improvement over J ,6 ethanol solution to simulate beer (controls ingested water). Thirty min 
Maximum LikelihD<?d !ML) EM reconstructions in that there was considerably 1-+ later, the dog was fed a meal of eggs labeled with 5 mCi Tc-99m sulfur 
less of an Increase m Image nOise at higher neratlOns. However, because the . 's colloid and mixed with 50g canned dog food. At lO-min intervals a 
iterated image estimates did nO! converge to an image which was a maximum of r,£ dynamic series of 64 x I-sec LAO images of the stomach was acquired to 
the posterior probability function in a reasonabte number of iterations, there was 1 '- image antral contractions. For analysis, a narrow region was drawn 
sti ll a need to stop the iterative process of the MAP-EM OSL algorithm. The . .L ~ 
need for stopping rules for ML-EM is well known and has been an important..:;;. ) across the antrum, perpendicular to the long axis of the stomach. 
ili"ndrance to the clinical application of iterative reconstruction techniques. We Time-activity curves for this region were analyzed to determine 
added a component to the derivative of the Gibbs potential function which ( ~ frequencies and amplitude. The dominant frequency of contractions (5.9 
smooths all neighboring pixel differences above a certain level equally, thus f l; per min) was not significantly altered by alcohol in any group. In both 
cornbaning the tendency of individuat noisy pixels to diverge at higher acute and chronic dogs, however, alcohol produced a dose-dependent 
iterations. The modifications have improved the convergence of the algorithm to \ k reduction in the amplitude of antral contractions (mean ± SEM): 
the point that it does reach a maximum of the posterior probability, i. c. the ~...;: BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVEL (y .. ,,1l"t:lr>I Af'IITC f'UI:;>N.llf' 
Image esumates change very httle thereafter, In a ~sonable number of • + ------------ ~ ~ ~ 
~aLloos-~Rproxlmately .2llQl. We demonstrate thiS on data slmulatccnCoili3 . ~ no alcohol 56 ± 3 56 ± 3 46 ± 3 
realisuc cardiac phantom, denved from an X-ray CT study and average TI-20 1 --t- ~ 40 - 80 mglDL 43 ± 4 37 ± 4 
uptake distributIOns m patients, and SPECT data acqUired from a 3D Holfman or e:: 80 - 120 mglDL 45 ± 5 35 ± 7 
"ram phantom. Furthennore, we show that the fmal soluuon IS",m(jependent of f"i~" > 120 mglDL 36 ± 7 32 ± 2 
Ihe IIjJJlaLiml!ge estimate, mdlcatmg that the algonthm does nor1aIfii'il"o"1ul 1 l CI .. , h l' .. " .' " . 
lli3xlma in thCjiOSlcrim probability funcuon. We contrast thiS With the ML- _ b lromc alco 0 IC dogs studied III a state of sobnety showed lmp,med 

.,.. EM case, in which the effects of initial estimates linger in the iterated image '-F-- antral amplitudes compared to controls (p<O.OS). At highest doses, n estimates. Finally, weshow that the improved convergence comes at no cost to I peristaltic contractions were often completely abolished. The 
/f ~ t .~ edge sharpness IJI the fmallmage csumatc. We conclude that the MAP-EM OSL dose-dependent impairnlent of antral contractions correlated with delayed 

_ ~ algonthm wllh the modified pnor offers Important advanta~es o~er ML-EM, gastric emptying in the same dogs. Lag phase was prolonged while the 
such as reduced Image nOIse With sharp edges and a slable solution wllhout a need t' I 1ft . f" d Th . d' , . h k for arbitrary stopping rutes, and that these advantages are important in making enmna . s ope. 0 ~mp ~tng wa~ una lec.te. e~e ,tta s~ggest t at acute 

€4r'~ r iterative MAP solutions practical for clinical use. alcohol tngesllon Impairs gastnc emptYlllg of soltd food 111 part by 
inhibiting antral contractions and that chronic alcohol ingestion may result 
in a persistent gastric motor disorder. 

Gastroenterology I: Transit and Motility 
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ROC-ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMIZING QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 
OF ESOPHAGEAL SCINTIGRAPHY. K. Tatsch, W. Voderholzer, 
S.A. Mueller-Lissner, and C.-M. Kirsch. Departments of Radiology and 
Internal Medicine, University of Munich, Munich, FRG 

This study employs ROC (receiver operator characteristic) metho
dology to evaluate the diagnostic performance of a multiple swallow 
test for scintigraphic assessment of esophageal motility disorders. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF GASTRIC MOTILITY DISTURBANCES IN DIABETES USING 
SCINTIGRAPHY . .M.c_'.Lel!emans. J.L Urbain, R. Bouillon,M. Bex,J. \/an Cauteren,S. 
Mayeur,V. V.d. Maegdenberg.G. Bataille,M. De Roo. K.U. Leuven and CHG Hornu.Belg. 

Using the standard isotopiC gastric emptying test combined with a new data acquisition 
and processing method, the contractions' characteristics of the stomach were analy
zed and correlated to gastric retention in 10 diabetic patients with delayed gastriC 
emptying (00),10 age and sex matched healthy controls (C) and in 10 diabetics with a 
normal gastric evacuation (ON) . After ingestion of an egg sandwich test meal labeled 
with 2 mei of Tc·99m-Sc, static and dynamic images of the stomach were acquired 
sequentially for 2 hours using a computerized dual-headed gamma camera. After 
decay correction, percentages of activity remaining in the total (TS), proximal (PS), 
distal and antral portions 01 the stomach were detel mindC..l on static images at each time 

The Journal of Nuclear Medicine 


